JOSEPH ANDERSON'S *MPINGO* AT PARK SOUNDS

Submitted by Michael T. Mccrea on June 21, 2019 - 3:06pm

Mpingo presented at Park Sounds

Joseph Anderson's Ambisonic holographic sound work *Mpingo* to be performed at the Park Sounds festival in Essen, Germany. *Mpingo* was created with the Ambisonic Toolkit, a creative toolset for spatial composition.

Monday June 24, 2019
Park Sounds 2019
Essen, Germany

About *Mpingo*: [https://joseph-anderson.org/works/mpingo/](https://joseph-anderson.org/works/mpingo/)

Park Sounds is co-presented by Philharmonie Essen and the Institute for Computer Music and Electronic Media (ICEM) of the Folkwang University of the Arts.

People Involved: [Joseph Anderson](https://dxarts.washington.edu/news/2019/06/21/joseph-andersons-mpingo-park-sounds)
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